Meet Zeus, a tiny hamster with a mighty appetite for power and his critter companions at the Mount Olympus Pet Center in Athens (Georgia). The animals—who are all named after Greek gods and goddesses—eavesdrop on the owner’s favorite podcast *Greeking Out* and think they’re the actual megastars of Greek mythology. Follow their epic—and potentially perilous—adventures across the kingdom and learn more about Greek mythology in this hilarious retelling of the classic Golden Fleece tale. Read an excerpt on our website (ZeusTheMighty.com) to get started!

**ZEUS**
- **STATUS:** King of the Gods
- **SKILLS:** Leadership, storm creation
- **PERSONALITY:** Bold, brainy, bossy
- **SYMBOL:** Thunderbolt

**POSEIDON**
- **STATUS:** King of the Seas
- **SKILLS:** Can calm the seas, make big waves, and cause earthquakes
- **PERSONALITY:** Powerful, confident, moody
- **SYMBOL:** Trident

**ATHENA**
- **STATUS:** Goddess of Wisdom
- **SKILLS:** Brave warrior and good at arts and crafts
- **PERSONALITY:** Competitive, smart, sassy
- **SYMBOL:** Owl

**DEMETER**
- **STATUS:** Goddess of the Harvest
- **SKILLS:** Established food, farming, and winter
- **PERSONALITY:** Loyal, creative, outdoorsy
- **SYMBOL:** Wheat sheaf

**ARES**
- **STATUS:** God of War
- **SKILLS:** Wreaks havoc wherever he goes
- **PERSONALITY:** Loud, arrogant, handsome
- **SYMBOL:** Spear
QUESTIONS

1/ Check out the character guide on the flip side and answer these questions:
   • Which god or goddess do you like the most? Why?
   • What traits do you like or don’t like about each of them?
   • What are the most important traits and skills a leader should possess?

2/ In Greek mythology, what was Charybdis? Ask a parent or another adult if you can go on the internet to find the answer.

3/ What do Zeus and Demeter mistakenly think Charybdis is? Read the excerpt to find the answer.

4/ Name all the gods, goddesses, and monsters that you know from Greek mythology.